We formulate and investigate the simplest version of time-optimal quantum computation theory (t-QCT), where the computation time is defined by the physical one and the Hamiltonian contains only one-and two-qubit interactions. This version of t-QCT is also considered as optimality by sub-Riemannian geodesic length. The work has two aims: one is to develop a t-QCT itself based on physically natural concept of time, and the other is to pursue the possibility of using t-QCT as a tool to estimate the complexity in conventional gate-optimal quantum computation theory (g-QCT). In particular, we investigate to what extent is true the statement: time complexity is polynomial in the number of qubits if and only if so is gate complexity. In the analysis, we relate t-QCT and optimal control theory (OCT) through fidelity-optimal computation theory (f -QCT); f -QCT is equivalent to t-QCT in the limit of unit optimal fidelity, while it is formally similar to OCT. We then develop an efficient numerical scheme for f -QCT by modifying Krotov's method in OCT, which has monotonic convergence property. We implemented the scheme and obtained solutions of f -QCT and of t-QCT for the quantum Fourier transform and a unitary operator that does not have an apparent symmetry. The former has a polynomial gate complexity and the latter is expected to have exponential one which is based on the fact that a series of generic unitary operators has a exponential gate complexity. The time complexity for the former is found to be linear in the number of qubits, which is understood naturally by the existence of an upper bound. The time complexity for the latter is exponential in the number of qubits. Thus the both targets seem to be examples satisfyng the statement above. The typical characteristics of the optimal Hamiltonians are symmetry under time-reversal and constancy of one-qubit operation, which are mathematically shown to hold in fairly general situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation is performed by physical processes obeying quantum mechanics. It became one of the most exciting field in physics and information theory after Shor [1] discovered an algorithm to factorize integers which is exponentially faster than any known classical ones. In quantum computation theory (QCT), as in classical computation theory, the computation time is usually defined by the number of elementary steps or gates necessary to perform a computation, i.e., to realize a desired unitary operator. Minimum such number is called the gate complexity. We shall call this conventional QCT as gate-optimal QCT (g-QCT).
In this paper, we investigate time-optimal quantum computation theory (t -QCT) where the computation time is defined by physical time. There are two motivations for t -QCT. The first is to develop (an abstract) t -QCT itself which is a physical-time-based alternative to g-QCT. Since a quantum computation is a physical process, it is physically more natural to measure the time by the physical one. From this viewpoint, the computation time in g-QCT can be seen as information-theoretic time which is a more abstract or coarse-grained notion of time than the physical one. Time optimality is at- * Electronic address: koike@phys.keio.ac.jp tracting growing attention in quantum optimal control theory (OCT) mainly in the context of physical applications such as control of an atom by an electromagnetic field and NMR quantum computation ( [2, 3] and references therein).
The second motivation, which we stress in the present work and state in detail in Sec. II B, is that t -QCT may be a useful tool to analyze g-QCT. Finding the gateoptimal algorithm is a discrete and combinatorial problem, which makes construction of a general theory difficult. On the other hand, time-optimal algorithms are smooth curves in a certain space which obeys a differential equation [4] [5] [6] , typically that for a sub-Riemannian geodesic [7] on a manifold. This may allow a general theory and approximation methods. Moreover, roughly speaking, upper and lower bounds for gate complexity can be given in terms of optimal physical time [8, 9] . Thus t -QCT is useful in the investigation of g-QCT. One may become able to calculate gate complexity by calculating time complexity. We ask to what extent holds the statement that the time complexity is polynomial in the number of qubits if and only if so is the gate complexity.
We will therefore compare the time complexity and the gate complexity for some typical examples. We choose the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) as an example of the target unitary operator of which a fast algorithm in the sense of g-QCT (i.e. whose gate complexity is polynomial in the number of qubits) is known, while we choose a target unitary with no special symmetry because a generic series of target unitary operators is known not to have fast algorithms.
To achieve it, we will make use of an efficient numerical method for OCT, so-called Krotov's method. We relate t -QCT to fidelity-optimal QCT (f -QCT), and develop a Krotov-like scheme for f -QCT by making use of the formal similarity of f -QCT and OCT. In the context of OCT, similar ideas of replacing time optimality to fidelity optimality have been used.
We will see that both the QFT and the asymmetric unitary operator satisfy the statement above. Furthermore, we will find some characteristic behaviour of the optimal Hamiltonian, namely, time-reversal symmetry and constancy of one-qubit Hamiltonian components.
In analyzing t -QCT, it is useful to combine numerical and mathematical approaches. We will show mathematically that the behavior which is found numerically is satisfied in fairly general situations. These arguments in turn support the soundness of our numerical calculation.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce t -QCT as a special case of quantum brachistochrone [4] [5] [6] and explain our above-mentioned motivation more precisely. In Sec. III, we discuss the relation between t -QCT and f -QCT. In Sec. IV, we present a Krotov-like numerical method for f -QCT. We will show our numerical results and extract the properties of the solutions of f -QCT and of t -QCT in Sec. V. We will give a proof of time-reversal invariance and constancy of one-qubit components in Sec. (VI). Sec. VII is for conlusion. In Appendix A we show the monotonicity of the numerical scheme of Sec. IV, and in Appendix B we give a proof of a theorem in Sec. VI.
We use the units = 1.
II. TIME-OPTIMAL QCT
In this section, we introduce t -QCT, with some review of quantum brachistochrone, and present the motivation of the paper in more detail.
A. Definition
Let us define the simplest version of time-optimal QCT (t -QCT) as a special case of quantum brachistochrone for unitary operations [6] , namely, the case in which the Hamiltonian H(t) involves only one-and two-qubit interactions and is subject to a normalization constraint. Below is a summary of the formalism [6] in this case.
Quantum brachistochrone for unitary operations is a framework to find the optimal Hamiltonian H(t) ∈ Γ which realizes the desired unitary U f up to phase in the minimum time T 0, where Γ is the set of available Hamiltonians. Namely, one wants to find the minimum T such that there is a unitary operator U (t) satisfying the Schrödinger equation
and the initial and final conditions,
where 1 is the identity operator and χ is some real. For t -QCT of the system of n qubits, the set Γ of available Hamiltonians consists of self-adjoint operators
with a normalization constraint
where N := 2 n and the basis {τ a } consists of σ
(1 a 1 < · · · < a m n and j l = x, y, z) denotes the direct product of the Pauli operator σ j l on the a l th qubit and identities on the others; for example, σ
The normalization condition (5) can be interpreted physically as finiteness of available energy in operations, while it is needed mathematically for the optimality problem to be wellposed [4] . The N -dependence of (5) is for consistency under composition of systems [10] . The parameter ω can be interpreted as defining a unit for T . The problem is a particular case of linear homogeneous constraints [6, Sec. III] . This is the natural counterpart in t -QCT to the standard paradigm in g-QCT where one constructs a desired unitary by a sequence of one-and two-qubit operations. The parameter ω can be interpreted as defining a unit for T . The problem is a particular case of quantum brachistochrone for linear homogeneous constraints [6, Sec. III] .
In the form of variational principle, t -QCT is to minimize the action
where
The first term counts the time duration, where L T is unity when the Schrödinger equation (1) holds and is invariant under time reparametrization t → f (t) [11] . The second term L S guarantees that the Schrödinger equation (1) holds at all times where the unitary operator V (t) is the Lagrange multipliers. The third term guarantees the normalization constraint (5) where the real functionλ(t) is Lagrange multiplier. We have adopted an action equivalent to but slightly different in form from that in Ref. [6] for better connection with the arguments below.
We note that the phase of U (t) does not matter in the present formulation of t -QCT. In fact, the action (15) is invariant under a time-dependent phase change of U (t) which can be considered as a gauge transformation [6] . Therefore the theory is defined on U(N )/ U(1), and one can also think of it as a theory on SU(N ) (by "gauge fixing").
The Euler-Lagrange equations are [6] the Schrödinger equation (1) for U (t), the normalization constraint (5), the Schrödinger equation for V (t),
and the equation determining H(t),
where λ(t) :=λ(t)− 1 N ω 2 . One must solve these equations with the initial and final conditions (2) and (3).
Let us recall some general features of the system. First, F satisfies the simple evolution equation
which follows from (1), (7) and (8) . Second, the expression for λ(t) is
which follows from (5) and (8) . Third, this variable λ(t) is constant in time [12] . In the special case when U f is a one-or two-qubit operation in U(N ), the solution of t -QCT is given by a Riemannian geodesic U (t) = e −iHt on U(N )/ U(1), where H is constant [4, 6] . The time T (U f ) is proportional to the arc length and depends solely on the eigenvalues e iθj of the relevant SU(4) part of U f as
where χ is a real and m j are integers. For example, the time is given by
4ω for the controlled NOT gate U CNOT and SWAP gate S whose eigenvalues are (1, 1, 1, −1), and T 2,max = √ 5π 4ω for the hardest two-qubit operation whose eigenvalues are (1, i, −1, −i). These can be used for the unit of T (U f ) in comparing T (U f ) with G(U f ).
B. t-QCT, g-QCT and our motivation
There are some rigorous relations between the gate complexity and time complexity. Very roughly speaking, one can give upper and lower bounds for gate complexity through the time complexity.
Before introducing the relations, recall that in the simple cases, the time complexity T (U ) can also be interpreted as the arc length L(U ) of the sub-Riemannian geodesic connecting 1 and U f , up to overall multiplicative constant. The simplest version of t -QCT presented in Sec. II A falls into this category, so that
T2,max appearing below in this paper can also be considered as
where L 2,max is the sub-Riemannian geodesic distance between 1 and the furthest two-qubit operation.
The precise relations are given [9, esp. Eq. (15)] by
where T (U ) is the time complexity to realize the unitary U , and G(U, ǫ) is the gate complexity to realize a unitary within the distance ǫ from U (measured in the operator norm), T 2,max is the constant defined in the previous section, and A is some constant. Note that we always have
Let us explain the first inequality of (12) which is simple. For a one-or two-qubit gate U , we have
However, the sum in the LHS, the time cost of this decomposition, must be greater than or equal to the time complexity T (U ) of U . Thus the first inequality of (12) holds.
The relation (12) is suggestive, and one might expect that
by which we mean that G(U ) and T (U ) are bounded by some polynomial of each other and n. However, it is argued that this cannot be true in general [9] . Then, one may want to ask to what extent (13) is true in general, since (12) is derived by a completely general argument.
In particular, we think that it is interesting to ask what are the classes of unitary operators U which satisfy
e., T (U ) and G(U ) are bounded by a polynomial of each other and n,
, T (U ) is polynomial in n if and only if so is G(U ).
The second class contains the first class. Note that the first and second conditions above are equiavlent to
, respectively, by (12) . The questions above are not easy, but we want to develop a basis here which will help answering these questions in the future. t -QCT itself is a good framework to analyze these questions theoretically. However, a drawback is that it is extremely hard in practice to derive exact solutions when n is large. One way is to appeal to numerical calculations, but it is also difficult because one encounters a two-point boundary value problem in dimensions rapidly increasing with n. In Ref. [3] , time-optimal solutions were obtained up to seven qubits for the like of Hamiltonians appearing in NMR quantum computers. That problem involves 2n ( 20 for n 10) functions for the boundary value problem. Our t -QCT has 9n(n − 1)/2 + 3n functions, where the number easily becomes several hundred. To minimize the numerical difficulty, we introduce a problem bridging t -QCT and optimal control theory (OCT), and make use of an efficient numerical scheme for the latter.
III. FIDELITY-OPTIMAL QCT
In this section, we relate t -QCT to f -QCT and prepare for introducing the numerical method in the next section. In the context of OCT, similar ideas of relating time optimality and fidelity optimality are used (e.g. [3] ).
A. Definition
Let us define fidelity-optimal QCT (f -QCT) as a framework to solve the following problem: given a target unitary operator U f and time interval T , find the Hamiltonian H(t) ∈ Γ as a function of time which maximizes the fidelity F (U (T ), U f ). Here we use the trace fidelity
because we want U (T ) to be close to U f only up to phase. The problem is to minimize the action
The first term is the squared fidelity of the final unitary U (T ) with respect to the target U f . The second and third terms guarantee the Schrödinger equation (1) and the normalization constraint (5), respectively, as in the case of t -QCT. The action (15) is invariant under the (time-dependent) change of the phase of U (t) so that the theory is defined on U(N )/ U(1). The Euler-Lagrange equations yield (1), (7), (8), and
Therefore all the equations (1)- (10) hold except that (3) is replaced by (16) . As in the case of t -QCT, λ(t) is constant in time.
The solution gives the maximal fidelity F (U (T ), U f ) for given T . f -QCT is important on its own when one discusses the tradeoff between speed and error of computation. here we use f -QCT to bridge t -QCT and OCT.
B. Relation between solutions to f -QCT and t-QCT
The solution of t -QCT can be obtained from that of f -QCT in the limit F → 1.
First, f -QCT is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the physical time to achieve given fidelity. Suppose the solution U 0 (t) of f -QCT for given time T 0 , with optimal fidelity F (U (T 0 ), U f ) = f , was not the solution of the above new problem. There would beǓ (t) achieving the same fidelity in some T < T 0 . Then one could construct U (t) with F (U (T 0 ), U f ) > f by defining U (t) =Ǔ (t) for 0 t T and appropriately in T < t T 0 . This would contradict to the fact that U 0 (t) is a solution of f -QCT. Thus U 0 (t) is the solution of the above problem. The converse is shown similarly. Second, the above new problem with fixed fidelity f yields t -QCT when f → 1. Therefore the solution of f -QCT gives that of t -QCT in the limit F → 1.
C. Formal similarity of f -QCT and OCT
Let us see the formal similarity between f -QCT and OCT.
Our action (15) defines an exact fidelity optimality problem with constraints. If we replace λ(t) with a given constant or a given function, the term
in the integral can be interpreted as a penalty term while the constant term − λ(t)N ω 2 2 may be dropped. Then the problem is to minimize a combination of the fidelity and penalty terms with their weights specified by λ(t), which is a typical problem in OCT. This is the formal relation between f -QCT and OCT.
IV. A KROTOV-LIKE SCHEME
In this section, we shall define an efficient numerical scheme for f -QCT by modifying Krotov's method [13] in OCT, making use of the similarity between f -QCT and OCT in Sec. III C.
In what follows, the functions h a (t) and λ(t), respectively, are h a (t) and λ(t) calculated in the middle of an iteration cycle of the scheme, and Eqs. (5), (7) and (8), respectively, denote Eqs. (5), (7) and (8) with h a (t) (including that in H(t)) and λ(t) being replaced by h a (t) and λ(t). The scheme is as follows.
(i) Prepare a seed Hamiltonian components h a (t), 0 t T .
(ii) Set U (0) = 1 and evolve U (t) from t = 0 to t = T by (1) with the Hamiltonian H(t) = a h a (t)τ a .
(iii) Set V (T ) by (16) and evolve (V (t), h a (t), λ(t)) backward in time from t = T to t = 0 by Eqs. (7), (8) and (10), while U (t) is treated as a given function and is not updated. (10), while V (t) is treated as a given function.
(v) Repeat steps (iii) and (iv) until the variables converge; the final h a (t) defines the optimal Hamiltonian and the final F (U (T ), U f ) gives the maximal achievable fidelity in T .
Note that the multiplier λ(t) converges to an unknown constant only after the convergence, which is in contrast to original Krotov's scheme where λ is a given constant parameter of the problem. The constancy of λ(t) can be used for a convergence check of the present scheme. The present scheme is also different from Krotov's method for the case of a fixed reference energy (see, e.g. [14] ). In the former, the variable λ(t) is a Lagrange multiplier and the normalization (5) must be satisfied at all times, and λ(t) is updated in the scheme. In the latter, λ(t) is a given function which determines the amount of penalty imposed on the error in (5), and λ(t) is not updated in the scheme. See also discussions in Sec. III B.
An important property of our Krotov-like scheme is monotonicity, which is necessary for the scheme to be useful. We give the proof in Appendix A.
V. RESULTS
We implemented the numerical scheme presented in Sec. IV and performed calculations for f -QCT. We chose two examples for the target unitary operator U f .
The first is the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) U (n) QFT , defined by
which has the gate complexity G(U f ) polynomial in n. In fact, a simple efficient algorithm (e.g. [15] ) is given by
where W j is the Walsch-Hadamard gate W := 1 √ 2 1 1 1 −1 applied on the jth qubit, R j,km is the 2π/2 jphase shift gate R j := 1 0 0 e 2πi/2 j on the kth qubit controlled by the mth qubit, S jk is the SWAP gate S on the jth and kth qubits, and n 2 := ⌊n/2⌋ (integer part of n/2). The number of gates of this construction is n(n + 1)/2+⌊n/2⌋ so that G(U (n) QFT ) n(n+1)/2+⌊n/2⌋ ≈ n 2 . The second example of the target U f is chosen so that we can expect that U f has the gate complexity G(U f ) exponential in n. To do so, we pick a U f which does not have any apparent symmetry because a generic unitary operator U f has the gate complexity G(U f ) ≈ 4 n and a unitary operator U f with a generic image of a fixed state vector, U f |0 , has the gate complexity
Our concrete choice is U (n) asym which is, in the matrix form, 
where α k := (k + 1) 1/3 e i √ k , and β j ∈ C and γ j > 0 are determined by orthogonalization and normalization, respectively, of the columns. The state vector U (n) asym |0 is given by the first column of the right hand side of (19) which does not have apparent symmetry. One can therefore expect that the gate complexity is exponential in n, G(U
For each given time T , the convergence of the scheme is checked by the convergence of the fidelity, and the constancy of λ(t) explained in Sec. IV.
A. Fidelity-time relation
Let us show the fidelity-time relation, namely, the maximal achievable fidelity F (U (T ), U f ) in time T . For simplicity, we only show the case of the QFT (Fig. 1 ).
Though our scheme in Sec. IV is monotonic, there is a possibility of the calculation is trapped by a local minimum of the action S. We did the following two things in order to find the global maximum F . One is simply preparing many random seeds h a (t) for each T . Another is making use of the continuity of the solutions. Namely, we prepared many random seeds h a (t) for some fixed T . Then we used the solution for T as the seed for a nearby T , and find continuous branches of locally optimal solutions. This "output recycling" turned out to be often more powerful than merely increasing the number of random seeds for every T . We observed crossovers of those branches. Only the branches of the largest F contribute to the curves in Fig. 1 .
We observe the following, which may be characteristic of the QFT.
(a) The odd and even qubits seem to make a pair (4-5, 6-7, and 8-9) for n 4.
In other words, the time-optimal solutions seems to split into the series of odd n and that of even n, which may be useful in the future mathematical analysis of the time-optimal solutions of the QFT. 
B. The limit F → 1
We estimate T (U ) from the limit F → 1 of the solutions to f -QCT in Sec. V A.
In the limit, we have two sources of error. One is a natural numerical error which makes the fidelity F (U (T ), U f ) saturate below unity. Another is that if T is larger or very close to the time complexity T (U f ), the solution of f -QCT for the physical time T begin to "take a roundabout route" before reaching U (T ).
With this behaviour in mind, we estimate the time complexity by a nonlinear fitting of the fidelity-time curve around F (U (T ), U f ) > ∼ 0.99. Fig. 2 shows an example of the estimation, in the case of the n = 5 QFT. We fit y :
c , where x := T /T 2,max . The estimation is given by T (U f )/T 2,max ≃ b. The error in the time complexity T (U )/T 2,max is about 0.1 in the case of QFT, and it is about 0.1 or 0.2 in the case of asymmetric unitary operator. This does not change the conclusion of the subsequent sections. 
C. Time complexity as function of n
Let us discuss the behaviour of the time complexity as a function of number of qubits, n. ≈ 0.7416, calculated from (11), with which our numerical results agree well.
We observe the following property from Fig. 3 .
QFT ) is linear in the number of qubits, n.
The line in Fig. 3 is the result of a linear fitting, which is T (U f )/T 2,max = 0.32n + 0.27. We used the data n 2 in the fitting because the behaviour of n 2 and that of n 2 should differ due to the nature of Γ allowing only interactions involving two qubits or less.
Property (b) is in good contrast to the number of gates, O(n 2 ), of the known efficient algorithm (18) for the n-qubit QFT. However, it can be understood naturally. Since
T2,max = 
which is bounded (from above and below) by a linear function of n. The time complexity T (U
QFT ) is several times smaller than T ′(n) (except for n = 1 when they coincide). The significance of T ′(n) is that it is a rigorous upper bound for the time complesity, T (U
QFT ) is at most linear in n. This strongly supports property (b) and the correctness of the numerical calculation. Fig. 4 shows the time complexity T (U f ) as a function of n for the case of the asymmetric target U
asym ) is exponential in the number of qubits, n.
As in the case of QFT, we used the data n 2 to fit by a function. The time complexity T (U asym is in the class T (U ) ∼ G(U ). To conclude, it is suggested that both the QFT and the asymmetric unitary are in the class T (U ) ∼ G(U ), which is polynomial in n for the former and exponential in n for the latter. [Note that in the polynomial case,
D. Behavior of the time-optimal Hamitonian
Let us analyze the behavior of the optimal Hamiltonian H(t) in t -QCT.
We shall say that an element of su(N ) is symmetric (or antisymmetric) if it is so in the standard matrix representation. In particular, τ a is symmetric (antisymmetric) if it contains even (odd) number of σ y ; for example, σ 12 yy / √ N is symmetric and σ
12
xy / √ N is antisymmetric. Fig. 5 is the behavior of the Hamiltonian H(t) for the 4-qubit QFT with F ≃ 1, which can be considered as the solution of t -QCT. The components h a are categorized into the four according to: whether τ a is one-or two-qubit interaction, and whether τ a is symmetric or antisymmetric.
The results suggest the following. For the asymmetric target U (n) asym , we do not observe property (c), the time reversal invariance. However, we do obverve property (d), constancy of one-qubit components, also in these cases. Fig. 6 shows the n = 3 example of the behavior of the optimal Hamitonian. These properties will be discussed from a theoretical point of view in Sec. VI. 
VI. MATHEMATICAL JUSTIFICATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE TIME-OPTIMAL HAMILTONIAN
The temporal behaviour of the optimal Hamiltonian in t -QCT found in Sec. V, property (c) for some of the QFT and property (d) for the QFT and the asymmetric unitary, are not peculiar to the case of those target unitary operators. They in fact can be proven under a fairly general condition. These results also serve as evidences of reliability of the numerical calculation.
A. Time reversal invariance
Let us show (c), the time-reversal symmetry found in some of the time-optimal solutions in Sec. V.
Let us define the time reversal (U rev (t), H rev (t), V rev (t), λ rev (t)) of the set of variables, (U (t), H(t), V (t), λ(t)), by
where the superscript asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and the superscript T denotes the transpose. We have the following, whose proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1. Let the target U f be symmetric up to phase. If (U (t), H(t), V (t), λ(t)) is a solution of t -QCT for U f with optimal time T , so is (U rev (t), H rev (t), V rev (t), λ rev (t)).
In particular, if the solution is unique, it is invariant under time-reversal, (U (t),
The QFT is a symmetric target. The theorem justifies the observed symmetry property (c) of the QFT for n = 3. Convergence of ramdomly chosen initial Hamiltonians to a single time-symmetric solution suggests that the optimal solution is unique in those cases. The 3-qubit case did not show the symmetry, and consistently we observed many optimal solutions H(t).
The asymmetric target unitary is not a symmetric operator and the numerical solutions did not show timereversal invariance.
We remark that Theorem 1 holds not only in the present version of t -QCT but also in any quantum brachistochrone with Γ * = Γ.
B. Constancy of one-qubit components
Let us prove (d), which turns out to hold in general.
Theorem 2. The one-qubit part of the Hamiltonian for any solution of t -QCT is constant in time.
Proof. Let g j be the space of j-qubit operations. They satisfy the following commutation relations [6, Sec. V]:
where j, k 1 and g j := 0 for j > n. From (8), we can decompose F as
with H = j=1,2 H j and F ′ = j≥3 F j , where an integer subscript j denotes the projection to g j . Then it follows from (22) and λ = const. that the equation iḞ = [H, F ] can be written as
This implies H 1 = const. for any target unitary U f .
Since constancy of one-qubit components is a quite general feature, it is a useful criterion of the convergence of the numerical scheme.
VII. CONCLUSION
We investigated the simplest version of t -QCT, where the computation time is defined by the physical one and the Hamiltonian contains only one-and two-qubit interactions. This version of t -QCT is also considered as optimality by sub-Riemannian geodesic length.
Motivated by the relations between time complexity and gate complexity (12), we aimed to pursue the possibility of using time complexity as a tool to estimate gate complexity, and asked the following question: to what extent is true the statement that time complexity is polynomial in the number of qubits if and only if so is gate complexity. In particular, we want to identify the classes of unitary operators U that satisfy T (U ) ≈ G(U ) and T (U ) ∼ G(U ), by which we meant T (U ) and G(U ) are bounded by polynomial of each other and n, and T (U ) is polynomial in n if and only if so is G(U ), respectively.
For this program, we introduced an efficient Krotovlike numerical scheme by making use of the relation between t -QCT and f -QCT and the formal similarity of the latter to OCT, and showed its monotonic convergence property.
We chose the quantum Fourier transform as an example of the target with polynomial G(U ) and a unitary operator without symmetry that is expected to have exponential gate complexity. We obtained the fidelitytime relation, time copmlexity T (U ), The time complexity of the QFT is found to be linear in the number of qubits. The time complexity of the target without symmetry is exponential in n. These results suggest that the QFT and the asymmetric target are both in the class T (U ) ≈ G(U ), and that T (U ) ≈ G(U ) is linear in n for the QFT and is exponential in n for C n−1 -NOT, respectively. This supports the usefulness of time complexity as a tool to estimate gate complexity. It is also suggested that a polynomial-gate algorithm does not exist indeed for the asymmetric target U (n) asym , because T (U )/T 2,max is the absolute lower bound of G(U ).
We also found two characteristics of the optimal Hamiltonian H(t) of t -QCT. One is symmetry under time reversal and the other is constancy of one-qubit operation, which are mathematically shown to hold in fairly general situations.
A natural extension of this work is to push forward with the program above by comparing the time complexity (or equivalently, the arc-length of the sub-Riemannian geodesics) and the gate complexity for other unitary operators. Another direction is to consider other variants of t -QCT. An example is t -QCT which allows only nearest neighbor interactions in a lattice, and another is t -QCT where only the time spent in two-qubit interactions is counted and that spent in one-qubit interactions is neglected.
We would like to stress that interplay of numerical and mathematical methods, of which an example was the argument given in Sec. VI, is important in analyzing t -QCT. We hope that our method will lead to new understanding about the power of quantum computation.
The change ∆S in the action (15) after one cycle (iii)-(iv) is given by
because both (U in , h in ) and (U out , h out ) satisfy (1) and (5) and make the integrand in (15) 
where the dot denotes the inner product and we have used 
which follow from the conditions satisfied by each of the variables, given in the previous paragraph. One can see the last equality in (A2) by noticing that (h out + h)/2 is orthogonal to δh because |h out | = |h|, and so forth. We conclude that our scheme is monotonic because (A1) and (A2) imply ∆S 0. Note that δU etc. above have not been assumed to be small. 
